Lecture 7:
Virtual Memory Management

(Superpage slides adapted from Juan Navarro’s OSDI presentation)
(with many thanks to Angela Demke Brown)
Topics

• Review virtual memory basics
• Large (64-bit) virtual address spaces
• Multiple Page Sizes
• Placement policy and cache effects
• NUMA multiprocessor memory management
• Distributed shared memory
  • Next next week.. (after Fall break)
Review: Virtual memory goals

- Efficiency
- Transparency
- Protection and Sharing
Review: Memory Mgmt Requirements

• Relocation
  • Programmers don’t know what physical memory will be available when their programs run
  =>$ need some type of address translation

• Logical/Physical Organization
  • Map between program structures and linear array of bytes
  • Manage transfers between disk and main memory

• Protection
  • A process's memory should be protected from *unwanted* access by other processes, both intentional and accidental
  =>$ Requires hardware support

• Sharing
  • Need ways to specify and control what sharing is allowed
Review: Virtual address space

- process address space (A.S.) layout
  - logical or virtual A.S.
- CPU generates logical addresses in this space as program executes
  - Called virtual addresses
- Memory system must see physical (real) addr
  - Translation is done by memory management unit (MMU)
  - Physical memory must be allocated for each virtual location used by the program
Review: Paging

- Partition memory into equal, fixed-size chunks
  - called *page frames* or simply *frames*
- Divide processes’ memory into chunks of the same size
  - These are called *pages*
- Any page can be assigned to any free page frame
  - No external fragmentation
  - Minimal internal fragmentation
- First seen in CTSS circa 1961
- *Demand paging* (automatic transfer to/from backing store) first used in the Atlas computer
  - Described in a 2-page CACM article, 1961
“Typical” Address Translation
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Page tables – space limitations

• Memory required for page table can be large
  • Need one PTE per page
  • 32 bit virtual address space w/ 4K pages => $2^{20}$ PTEs
  • 4 bytes/PTE => 4MB/page table
  • 100 processes => 400MB just for page tables!
  • And modern processors have 64-bit address spaces
    => 16 petabytes per EACH page table!

• Solution 1: Use another level of indirection
  • Hierarchical page tables
  • Aka forward-mapped page tables
Page tables – space limitations

- Memory required for linear page table can be large
- Solution 1: Hierarchical page tables
  - Aka forward-mapped page tables
A valid bit indicates if a page is allocated. The page table can be divided into 4 pages.

Valid bit in Page Directory == whole page of pages is not allocated.

Notice that some pages have all valid bits zeroes.

Source: the OSTEP textbook (see CSC369)
2-Level Paging Example

• And now .. Some math!

• 32-bit virtual address space
  • 4K pages, 4 bytes/PTE
  • 4K => 12 bits, leaves 20 bits
  • Want master/secondary page tables in 1 page frame each:
    • 4K/4 bytes = 1K entries. How many bits for master/secondary?
      • Master (1K) = 10, offset = 12, inner = 32 – 10 – 12 = 10 bits
    • Note: this is why 4K is such a common page size on 32-bit architectures!
Tradeoff: space vs. time

• Multi-level page table
  • Saves space
  • Adds more levels of indirection when translating addresses
  • How many memory accesses on each translation, compared to linear?
  • Also more complexity in the translation algorithm

• We’ll refresh also how a TLB speeds up the “time” aspect
64-bit Address Space

- Really only using 48 bits
- Why? No need for more yet, wastes transistors.
- ISA supports 64-bit, but current CPUs only use lower 48-bits.
- Can be extended later to 64-bits without breaking compatibility.

640K ought to be enough for anybody.
-Bill Gates, Microsoft 1981
64-bit Address Spaces

- Suppose we just extended the hierarchical page tables with more levels
  - 4K pages => 12 bits for offset => 52 bits for page numbers
    - Assuming 8 bytes for PTE (common on 64-bit architectures)
    - => Maximum 4KB/8B = 512 entries per level
    - => 9 bits for each level => 52/9 means 6 levels
    - Too much overhead!
  - Try bigger pages: 16K pages => 14 bits for offset, 50 bits for page numbers
    - => Maximum 16K/8B = 2k entries per level (pages are 4X larger)
    - => 11 bits for each level => 50/11 means 5 levels
    - Better, but still a lot of memory reads
Solution: Hashed Page Tables

- Hash function maps virtual page number (VPN) to bucket in fixed-size hash table
- Search entries at that bucket for matching VPN
Inverted Page Tables

• So far ... one page table per process
• Instead, keep only one page table for the whole system
  • An entry for each physical page frame
  • Entries record which virtual page # is stored in that frame
  • Need to record process id as well
• Less space, but lookups are slower
  • References use virtual addresses, table is indexed by physical addresses
  • Use hashing to reduce the search time
Paging Limitations - Time

• Memory reference overhead (time)
  • 2 memory reads (references) per address lookup
    • First read page table, then actual memory
  • Hierarchical page tables make it worse
    • One read per level of page table
  • Solution: use a hardware cache of lookups!

• Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)
  • Small, fully-associative hardware cache of recently used translations
  • Part of the Memory Management Unit (MMU)
Example: Pentium Address Translation
Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)

- Translates virtual page #s into PTEs (not physical addresses!)
  - Can be done in a single machine cycle
- TLBs are implemented in hardware
  - Mostly, fully associative cache (all entries looked up in parallel)
  - Tags: virtual page numbers
  - Values: PTEs (entries from page tables)
  - With PTE + offset, can directly calculate physical address

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAG (VPN)</th>
<th>VALUE (Page Table Entry)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x00002</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x7fffffff</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x40002</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x00010</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Virtual Address
VPN | OFFSET

PFN
TLBs Exploit Locality

- Processes only use a handful of pages at a time
  - Only need those pages to be “mapped”
  - 16-64 entry TLB, so 16-64 pages can be mapped (64-256K)

- Hit rates are very important
  - Typically >99% of translations should be *hits*
  - What happens when we miss?

- How well does it work?
TLB coverage

- Amount of memory that can be accessed without incurring TLB misses
  - E.g., 128 entries, 4KB pages => 512KB
  - 16KB pages => 2MB
  - Typical TLB coverage \(\approx 1\) MB
    - Intel Xeon circa 2010 – 512 entries, 4k page = 2 MB
  - Not a lot!
TLB coverage as percentage of main memory

Factor of 100 decrease in 15 years

TLB miss overhead:
- $\leq 5\%$
- 5-10\%
- $\geq 30\%$
How to increase TLB coverage

• Increase TLB size
  • Access time goes up!
  • Increase page size!
• Use superpages!
  • Both large and small pages – power-of-2 size
  • 1 TLB entry per superpage
  • Contiguous, and virtually and physically aligned
  • Uniform attributes (protection, valid, ref, dirty)
• Benefit: Increase TLB coverage
  • no increase in TLB size
  • keeps internal fragmentation and disk traffic low

If only large pages: Higher internal fragmentation, more memory pressure, more I/O.
Superpage TLBs – hardware constraints

- **Superpage sizes** must be power-of-two multiples of the *base page size*
- Must be *aligned* in both virtual and physical memory (e.g. 4 MB superpage must begin on a 4 MB address boundary in both spaces)

- **TLB entry** for superpage:
  - Only a single reference bit, dirty bit and protection bits
  - Includes page size

- **Must be supported by MMU of that processor**
  - MIPS, UltraSPARC, Alpha, PowerPC …
  - Itanium II sizes: 4K, 8K, 16K, 64K, 256K, 1M, 4M, 16M, 64M, 256M, 1G, 4G
  - Supported also in later generations, e.g., Haswell, Broadwell, Skylake, etc..
Superpage TLB Alignment

- **Virtual Memory**: Represents a sequence of virtual memory addresses.
- **Superpage Entry (size=4)**: Located in the TLB (Translation Lookaside Buffer) with a physical address.
- **Base Page Entry (size=1)**: Also in the TLB, aligned with the superpage entry.
- **Physical Memory**: Stores the actual data, aligned with the virtual address.

This diagram illustrates the alignment and mapping between virtual and physical memory, emphasizing how superpages are managed in the TLB for efficient memory access.
Why multiple superpage sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>64KB</th>
<th>512KB</th>
<th>4MB</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>galgel</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Different apps have different “best” size
  - Different data structures in a single app have different “best” size
The Superpage Problem

- Main Issues
  - Allocation
    - what frame to choose on page fault
  - Promotion
    - combine base pages into superpage
  - Demotion
    - break superpage into smaller superpages, or base pages
  - Fragmentation
    - need contiguous physical pages to create superpage
Allocation

- When we bring a page in main memory, we can
  - Put it anywhere in RAM
    - Will need to relocate it to a suitable place when we merge it into a superpage
      => relocation-based allocation
  - Put it in a location that would let us "grow" a superpage around it:
    - Must pick a maximum size for the superpage
      => reservation-based allocation
Previous research approaches

- Reservation-based
  - Talluri & Hill “Surpassing the TLB performance of superpages with less operating system support”
  - One superpage size only, designed to work with proposed partial sub-block TLBs (TLB entry: only one PPN, but may have multiple valid bits)

- Relocation-based
  - Move pages at promotion time (i.e., migrate the pages to contiguous region when superpages are “likely to be beneficial”)
  - Disadvantage: must recover copying costs
  - E.g. Romer et al. “Reducing TLB and memory overhead using online superpage promotion”.
  - Not known to be implemented in non-research OS!
Prior commercial OS approaches

• Eager superpage creation (IRIX, HP-UX) - reservation-based
  • Superpage is allocated at page fault time
  • Size specified by user: non-transparent
    • IRIX
      • Can select different page size for any suitably-aligned range of the virtual address space
      • OS maintains list of free pages of each size, coalescing daemon periodically tries to refresh
    • Large pages can be demoted under memory pressure
  • HP-UX
    • Can select different sizes for text and data segment only
    • Hint is associated with binary, not selectable at run-time
Announcements

• A3 due on Friday, Nov. 10

• Extension to end of week (Nov 12) suggested..
Design

• Now look in detail at Navarro et al.’s design decisions for
  • Allocation
  • Promotion
  • Demotion
  • Fragmentation control
Use *preemptible reservations*

How much do we reserve?
Goal: good TLB coverage, without internal fragmentation.
Key observation

Once an application touches the first page of a memory object then it is likely that it will quickly touch every page of that object

- Example: array initialization
- Optimistic policy
  - no apriori knowledge that other base pages on the same superpage will get accessed soon
  - superpages as large as possible (up to size of memory object) and as soon as possible (even on first page fault)
Allocation policy and reservation size

- Multiple superpage sizes
  - Physical memory classified into contiguous regions of different sizes, and managed by a *buddy allocator*
- On page fault, pick largest aligned superpage that contains faulting base page and does not overlap with other allocated pages or tentative superpages
  - *Fixed*: Go for **biggest size** that is no larger than the memory object
  - *Dynamic*: No such restriction, but limit to **current size of object** to avoid waste
- What if size is not available?
  - Try preemption before resigning to a smaller size (Preempted reservation had its chance)
  - Last resort: assign a smaller extent than desired
Allocation: managing reservations

Reservation lists: keep track of frame extents that are not fully populated

- Lists sorted by time of most recent page frame allocation
- => best candidate for preemption is at front
- Idea: preempt reservation whose *most recently* populated frame happened the *least recently*
Incremental promotions

Promotion policy: opportunistic

- Superpage is created whenever any superpage-sized and aligned extent within a reservation is fully populated.
Demotions: incremental, speculative

- **Incremental demotion:**
  - a. When a base page of a superpage is evicted from memory
    - Don’t just evict the whole superpage => incrementally demote first
  - b. When the access rights change for a subpart of a superpage
    - Why?

- **Speculative demotion:**
  - One reference bit per superpage
  - How do we detect portions of a superpage not referenced anymore?
  - On memory pressure, demote superpages speculatively => now a bit each
  - Unused base pages detected and evicted
  - Re-promote (incrementally) as pages are referenced
Demotions: dirty superpages

- Why is this an issue?
- One dirty bit per superpage
  - what’s dirty and what’s not?
  - page out entire superpage => unnecessary I/O is expensive!
- Demote on first write to a clean superpage

write

- Re-promote (incrementally) as other pages are dirtied

increment
Fragmentation control

- Mostly done by buddy allocator
  - Coalescing available memory regions
  - Not enough though.. Why?
- Modified page replacement daemon
  - Contiguity-aware page replacement (read details in the paper!)
- Cluster wired pages
  - Memory pages used by the FreeBSD kernel for its internal data are **wired** (non-pageable!)
  - Tend to get scattered over time
  - Cluster them in a contiguous section of memory to avoid further fragmentation
Experimental setup

- FreeBSD 4.3
- Alpha 21264, 500 MHz, 512 MB RAM
- Page sizes: 8 KB, 64 KB, 512 KB, 4 MB pages
- 128-entry DTLB, 128-entry ITLB
- Unmodified applications
Best-case benefits

- TLB miss reduction usually above 95%
- SPEC CPU2000 integer
  - 11.2% improvement (0 to 38%)
- SPEC CPU2000 floating point
  - 11.0% improvement (-1.5% to 83%)
- Other benchmarks
  - FFT ($200^3$ matrix): 55%
  - 1000x1000 matrix transpose: 655%
- 30%+ in 8 out of 35 benchmarks
  - Modest slowdown (speedup ~0.99) in 2
More take-aways

- Different applications benefit most from different superpage sizes
  - Should let system choose among multiple page sizes
- Contiguity-aware page replacement daemon can maintain enough contiguous regions
- Huge penalty for not demoting dirty superpages
- Overheads are small
Fragmentation control

normalized contiguity of free memory

- no frag control
- frag control

- full speedup
- partial speedup
- no speedup

- web server
- FFT

time

10min
Conclusions

• Superpages: 30%+ improvement
  • transparently realized; low overhead

• Contiguity restoration is necessary
  • sustains benefits; low impact

• Multiple page sizes are important
  • scales to very large superpages

• Source code and more info at:
  • web.mit.edu/freebsd/head/sys/vm/vm_reserv.c

• Available in FreeBSD as of 7.2 (May 2009)
  • Linux efforts available, not part of mainline kernel

• See also MIX TLBs paper (ASPLOS'17):
  • https://guilhermecox.github.io/dw/gcox-asplos17.pdf
Memory Management Policies

- Recall from 369, 3 policies characterize a virtual memory management scheme:
  - Fetch Policy – *when* to fetch a page
  - Placement Policy – *where* to put the page
    - Are some physical pages preferable to others?
  - Replacement Policy – *what* page to evict to make room?
Placement Policy

• Address translation allows us to allocate any physical page for any virtual page

• We’ll look at 3 reasons why choosing physical pages carefully can be better than random placement
  • Cache conflicts
  • NUMA multiprocessors
  • Energy savings
Cache Access

- Data is loaded into cache by blocks called *lines*
  - 32 – 128 byte line sizes are typical
- Restrictions on block placement create 3 categories of cache organization:
  - Each block can be stored in exactly 1 location in the cache → *direct-mapped*
    - Mapping is (block address) modulo (# blocks in cache)
  - Any block can be stored in any cache line → *fully associative*
  - Each block can be stored in a restricted set of locations in the cache → *set associative*
    - Map block address to set first using (block addr) % (# of sets), then place block within set
    - If N locations in a set, called *N-way set associative*
Direct Mapped Example

- 8 byte line size, 8 lines in cache => 64 bytes total cache size
- 32 byte page size => data from one page will occupy 4 lines in cache

- Case 1: access all bytes on pages 2 and 3 (A on page 2, B on page 3)
  
  ```
  for (i=0; i < 32; i++)
    A[i] = B[i];
  ```

- Case 2: access all bytes on pages 2 and 4
  
  ```
  for (i=0; i < 32; i++)
    A[i] = B[i];
  ```

```
What address is used?

- Virtual address
  - ✓ Does not need to be translated before checking cache
  - ✓ Application programmer can reason about conflicts
  - ✗ Cache needs to be flushed on context switch

- Physical address
  - ✓ Data may stay in cache across context switches
  - ✗ Vaddr must be translated before checking cache
  - ✗ Conflicts depend on what physical page is allocated
Conflict-aware page placement

- OS can select physical pages on allocation to try to reduce cache conflicts
- IDEA: assign a \textit{colour} to each page such that pages with different colours do not conflict in the cache
  - All pages with same colour map to same lines or sets in the cache
  - Number of colours $= (\text{cache size}) / (\text{pg size} \times \text{associativity})$
  - Previous example: how many colours?
  - A page’s colour is (page number) modulo (num colours)
- 2 main OS allocation strategies:
  - \textit{Page coloring}
  - \textit{Bin Hopping}
Page Coloring

- Assign colour to virtual and physical pages
- On page fault, allocate a physical page with the same colour as the virtual page
  - Exploits spatial locality
  - Programmer reasoning about virtual addresses still applies
  - Implemented in SGI Irix, Solaris, NT
  - OS keeps per-color free lists
Bin Hopping

- Assign colours to physical pages and keep per-colour free lists as before
- On page fault, allocate physical page of next colour from last one previously allocated
  - Exploits temporal locality
  - Implemented in Digital Unix
NUMA Multiprocessors

- NUMA == Non Uniform Memory Access
- Multiprocessor design where each processor (or small set of processors) have a bank of local memory, but can also access remote memory
  - Local memory is faster to access than remote
NUMA Page Placement

- Want to allocate “local” memory as much as possible
  - Local at allocation time may not be local at access time
  - May want to migrate pages
- Keep per-memory bank free lists
  - Possibly in addition to per-color lists
- SGI Irix made NUMA placement policy user-selectable
  - Round-robin
  - Random
  - First touch
  - Migratable / non-migratable
Power Aware Page Placement

- Keeping memory contents valid consumes power
  - Repeatedly refresh memory cells
- Memory chips can have multiple power states

RDRAM Power States

- **Active**
  - 300mW
  - 60 ns

- **Standby**
  - 180mW
  - +6 ns

- **Nap**
  - 30mW
  - +60 ns

- **Power Down**
  - 3mW
  - +6000 ns

Read/Write Operation
Exploiting multiple power states

- Physical address determines which chip is accessed
  - Addresses 0 to N-1 to chip 0, N to 2N-1 to chip 1
- Virtual memory page allocation influences chip-level locality
- Idea: cluster page allocation to improve chances to power-down some memory chips
  - Exploit temporal locality
  - Need to be aware of both added delay and savings in power usage
Announcements

• Assignment 1 marks to be released
  • Remember: office hours, remark request feature in MarkUs
• No lectures next week (Fall reading week)